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ABSTRACT

Transverse, singie-spin asymmetries offer a chance to test QCD at the level of
"twist-3" observables. Early suggestions that such asymmetries necessarily vanish as
mq —• 0 or involve an extra power of a, can be refuted with a simple example. Re-
cent experimental results support the interpretation of these data in hard-scattering
QCD. The asymmetry in the scattering on nuclear targets can provide new, nontrivial
information the space-time structure of the interaction.

TRANSVERSE SPIN

Transverse spin observables can provide considerable insight into the dynamics of com-
posite systems. A simple exercise in spinor algebra can be used to demonstrate the
close relationship between spin and mass for spin-1/2 particles. For light like momenta

k = E(l,cosO,sm6cos<j>,sm8sin(j>)

we can define two independent spinors
(1)

(2)

For a massive, spin-1/2 particle we can decompose the momentum and "spin" 4-vectors
into two light-like vectors, k\ and k2.

. /cos 0/2 \

\sin0/2e'V

P=l/2(k1

mS = l/2(fc! - k2)

with .

P-S =

(3)

(4)

In a representation where 75 is diagonal, we then combine 2-component spinors defined
in (2) to generate the 4-component Dirac spinors

U(P,+S) =!&!,+} + 1*2,-}
(5)
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Let's apply this algebra to the problem of a massive particle (like the proton) made
up of massless spin-1/2 constituents neglecting quark masses. These equations can
be made Lorentz-covariant, but in order to illustrate the "parton" interpretation it is
convenient to use light-cone coordinates and to consider the limit P+ —• oo.

p = {p+tp-,6) p- = r

ki = (k?,kr,kj) k? = O

We now can write,
kf = *iP+, (7)

and impose the constraint
2> = 1- - (8)

i

We can also impose

E*T=° (9)
but, because of binding, the constituents are off their light-cone "energy" shell and we
do not have total conservation of momentum,

p~*£^f*- (io)
i l

By construction, the 4-vector

has only a (-) component, and is therefore light-like. Let's now define,

for definiteness, and write
r" = (0,£>,<3) = ± ^ . (13)

The 4-vectors
* = * + « * *

W? = k? - xv» K >
are, respectively, timelike and spacelike vectors which differ bom kf only in their (-)
component.

pfpili = xfP+D = -WfWiti

The spinor decomposition given in (5) above can therefore be used for the constituents

<PM +S) = \kiy +) + \xtr, -}

to define Dirac-spinors which are closely related to the helicity states |Jfc;, ±) for the
massless quarks. Covariant relationships between these spinors and the proton spinor
are well-behaved and we can form "transverse" quark spins in a consistent way, utilizing



the fact the P in (6) is timelike and the constituents are bound inside the proton to
resolve ambiguities. Note that this construction has built in the connection

W? = kf. (17)

which emphasizes that constituent transverse momenta cannot be neglected in a picture
of quark transverse-spin observables.

The treatment of transverse spin observables with the neglect of constituent
transverse momenta1 can lead to trouble with single-spin asymmetries in that the
approximation artificially enforces a counter-intuitive space-time picture of the pro-
duction process in which the phase e**3"6 associated with the finite size of hadrons is
ignored compared to phases generated by higher-order terms in the perturbation ex-
pansion for hard scattering. There have been many attempts to improve the naive
picture.2'3 In particular, in ref. (4) it was argued to be possible to organize QCD in
a way which accounts for transverse momenta effects. In this approach it is assumed
that the coherent dynamics can be absorbed into a constituent-level asymmetry in
transverse momentum

ANGaM(x,kr,fi2) = Y, [GaW/pfakr-y) - Ga{k)M(x,kr,»2)]

The kinematic dependence of the hard-scattering process on the underlying momenta
then gives a production asymmetry

ab-cd
NG/1(x kT; ii2)ANGa/p1(xa, kTa; ii2)Gb/p(xb,

This new approach leads to an asymmetry which is "higher twist" but does not vanish
in the limit that quark masses go to zero and is not of higher-order in the perturba-
tion expansion. The underlying mechanism can be considered a kinematic slingshot
effect in that the detected particle or jet is more likely to come from a hard scattering
involving a constituent which already had some intrinsic transverse momentum in the
right direction. The coherent dynamics associated with the constituent-level asymme-
try &NG(x,kT',/J?) involve the long-range forces wb'ch bind quarks and gluons into a
proton. The large-pr limit of (19),

involves the mean kx of constituents and a parameter, e, which characterizes the mag-
nitude of ANG.

The identification of a "hard-scattering" mechanism for AN implies a scaling law
of the form

/ »2 i ..2\

= s(xT) (21)



where XT = 2Pr/^/s.s As shown in Fig. 1, there is support for such scaling behavior
from combining experimental data at lower energies0-7 with recent data8 from E-704
at Fermilab on pp f—* iiX.

1.5 ±

Data from Ref. 6 ( • ) , Ref. 7 (*), and Ref. 8 (D) on AN(?T + 0.5)/pr plotted against
XT order to test the scaling law (1.4).

It should be emphasized that establishing the validity of a scaling law of the
type (21) provides strong support for the existence of some underlying hard-scattering
mechanism. It does not necessarily support the particular version of hard scattering
given in eq. (19). The effort to extend factorization in QCD beyond the level of leading
twist observables9 lends credence to the effort to establish the underlying mechanism.

A polarized pr >ton incident on a nuclear target offers a fine opportunity to in-
vestigate the nature of the mechanism for the underlying asymmetry. It is not clear



that we have an understanding of the dynamics behind the Cronin effect.10

d*(PA-*hX) a

da(pN -*hx) v '

with a > 1. The most natural explanation of these data involves multiple coherent
scatterings. The single-spin asymmetry provides a good probe for multiple scatterings
and a program involving polarized protons and nuclear targets would provide ground-
breaking information.
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